
High School Sports =
U.S. Economic Salvation?
The road to SciTech’s well-paying jobs-with-a-future
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players prepare for
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High School Sports = U.S. Economic Salvation?

Hope is not a substitute for productive action.

So far in America’s 21st Century, the SciTech-driven
industries are the only segment of the American
workforce that is producing a positive trade
balance and, as a result, is carrying the U.S.
economy. A profile of SciTech-driven industries
reveals that these industries operate in a results-
oriented, non-routine, highly competitive,
innovative and inventive world where useful
knowledge increases exponentially — annually.

In order to successfully compete in SciTech, the
#1 priority of a␣ successful company’s management
and its employees is to constantly upgrade and
manage their “knowledge-base” while applying
Learn-then-Do application Protocols (aka,
Contextual Knowledge Management).

The only place in U.S. schooling where students
can acquire even the rudiments of “Knowledge
Management” and/or Learn-then-Do application
procedures is “incidentally” in school sports,
especially team sports, with high school varsity
football leading the way. Converting football
players “incidental” on-field experiences into
“intentional” real world skill-sets can increase a
high school varsity football teams’ winning ways
several ways. And that is just for openers.

Knowledge Management and Learn-then-Do
application Protocols

Scholastic Engineering’s Knowledge Management
and Learn-then-Do application Protocols are non-
disruptive procedures for incorporating new
knowledge into old procedures and processes.

Skype-based Knowledge Management and Learn-
then-Do Protocols from Scholastic Engineering are
face-to-face, one-on-one/small group series of
Socratic Discussions comprised of 20-minute

First: We use the term “Protocol” to describe our
products. A Protocol is a delineated procedure or
process that generates a predictable useful result.
Our work involves Protocols that enable people
to-do those things that they want-to-do which can
generate tangible, measurable, comparative results
and improve their quality of life.

sessions and do-it-yourself (DIY) practices that can
prepare participants to become exceptionally
competent in any␣ specific endeavor or activity that
produces a tangible, measurable, competitively
comparable performance or result. Participants
collaborate in building their own local-use, specific
application Protocols. Skype-based discussions are
as near as your smartphone or a computer webcam
with Internet access.

Building useful, SciTech Protocols has 3 steps

1) We present participants, who are engaged in a
specific athletic endeavor/activity or sport, with an
outline that indicates the key cross-over components
that control the level of success or failure for players
competing in their sport.

2) Participants DIY internet research to identify and
define listed key components as Factoids or SciTech
Maxims for easy memorizing and on-demand recall.

3) Coaches or players collaborate to build a local
Protocol for enhancing players’ competitive capabilities
in their sport. A SciTech coach/mentor reviews
and␣ evaluates participants’ collaborative Protocol.

We use SciTech-based tools and techniques to
communicate and inform coaches and their players/
students — Skyping. SciTech Protocols produce
tangible, measurable and␣ attributable results that can
be used to indicate possible remedial action.

High School Sports are the primary
student activities available in US K–12
schooling that can effectively and
efficiently prepare students for successful
participation in America’s 21st Century
SciTech workforce. Other off-campus
activities are: Multi-school student
newspapers, sailing, 4-H, and VocEd.

Scholastic Engineering presents
3 Sports-oriented Protocols

for high school varsity football coaches, their
players, and the like. Protocols are presented
“live and interactive” on a convenient local

computer screen that is equipped with a
webcam and internet access, and seating

for 6–14 player/students.
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“How-To Build Competitors” is a Protocol for
helping coaches better secure their players’
cooperation, and compliance, while increasing
players’ on-field collaboration by demonstrating
a␣ real concern for players’ welfare.

“How-To Build Competitors” starts by creating a
physiological profile of football players by writing
SciTechMaxims for words, phrases or statements
(presented here in italics). A human’s physiology tends
to dictate their contextual capabilities and capacity.

There are five inherent and related components
whose collaboration dictates an individual’s
competitiveness, capabilities, capacities, and
competencies.

1) Physical Condition: Physique and physiology
are dependent on five fueling factors to function
optimally — Air, Water, Nutrition, Movement, Rest.

1

2) Mental Agility: Sorting Sensory Perceptions =
sight, sound, taste, smell, feel. Accurately
recording and evaluating perceptions in immediate
situations, circumstances, company or crowds.

3) Brain Power reflects cognitive and cogitative,
contextual functionality (3 Brains):
Power = balance and contextual perspectives =
cause, affect and consequences; Memory Skills =
empirical, learned, long-term, short-term.

4) Aptitude for SciTech employment involves
measuring brain balance to ascertain the level of
“hunter” capabilities in a perspective employee.

5) Attitude: An individual’s perception of his/her
condition, situation or circumstance relative to their
options or opportunities for achieving their
expectations or aspirations. Attitude is a total
exercise in FREE WILL.

For high school varsity football coaches, team
sport coaches and competitive athletes. Can
help coaches build more competitive teams
and win more games.

How-To Build
Competitors

For high school varsity football players, and the
like, that can improve their on-field play, their
academic achievement, and expand players’
after-graduation options and opportunities.

How-To Become
a Contender

“Becoming a Contender” is a Protocol for players
that can improve their on-field performance by
extending players’ anticipated benefits from
making the team and playing the game — to life
beyond school. Extending players’ benefits can
generate 110% effort, as the norm. Pep talks then
get 120% effort. Results can be immediate.

The Contender Protocol contains 12 assigned
activities. Participants already know how-to-do
these activities. Participants are going to learn
how-to recognize and perform these “tics & tells”
much, much, much, much faster and better until
they become SciTech Contenders, who can be so
“Certified”. There is no rote and regurgitation
here. This is Learn-and-Do something that
generates a tangible result that is measurable,

comparable and empirically testifies to a
participant’s contextual capabilities.

Player “Contenders” will score in the top 10% of
their classmates on standardized tests (FCAT,
NAEP, etc.), be college ready and In the top 18%
of Florida K–12 students on ACT/SAT Tests, and
be the ”first hired and the last fired” in the private
sector SciTech-driven workforce. Contenders will
be able to find part-time or full-time jobs, even
when no jobs are listed.

Player/Student Contenders earn a “Level 1 Degree
of Competence” that will open the door to SciTech-
driven, well-paying, jobs with a future ($16 – $32/
hour) and ensure the Contender is the ”first hired
and the last fired” in the SciTech private sector.
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SciTech
Maxims3

The basic “tool” for converting “incidental”
learning into “intentional” learning for expanding
an individual’s “knowledge-base” while applying
Learn-then-Do application procedures is a SciTech
Maxim. SciTech Maxims are an exercise in Con-
textual Thinking (aka, Knowledge Management).
U.S. schooling stresses Compliant Thinking.

A SciTechMaxim is a statement based on SciTech
Principles that creates a useful “Context” that
represents “the least you need to know about
something” that can be used as the basis for an
evaluation or decision that generates a successful
course of action to which you can apply Game
Theory to access risks. A SciTechMaxim facilitates:
knowledge management, acquiring Learn-then-Do
application skills that make ”work” less intrusive

A SciTechMaxim answers “four” questions about
“something” in 60±  words. “Something” is
anything that can be defined or delineated. It
can be a word, an activity, a process, a strategy,
a feeling, whatever.

The four questions:
1) What…?   2) What…?   3) How…?   4) Why…?

Option: Become a Certified SciTechMaxim Coach
who can teach others how-to develop and write
SciTechMaxims that can make their life easier, more
manageable and more satisfying. Eight Skype
sessions, one-on-one/small group, email support.

EMAIL FOR INFORMATION:
jcomer@ScholasticEngineering.com

How-to develop and write SciTechMaxims. The
basic SciTech “tool” for converting incidental
learning into intentional learning that can make
life easier, more manageable, and more satisfying.

EngineeringLLC

John M. Comer, TT84

Scholastic Engineer

EMAIL: jcomer@ScholasticEngineering.com
FACE TIME: SciTech@ScholasticEngineering.com

Scholastic

Scholastic Engineering’s SciTech Protocols
can build a community workforce segment
that will “entice” small- to medium-sized,
SciTech-driven, production companies that
offer well-paying jobs with a future ($16–
$32/hour) to relocate to that community,
creating a non-intrusive SciTech manufac-
turing center somewhere in␣ Florida.

The U.S. Department of Labor says there
are 4.7 million “unfilled” jobs available in
the USA today. These are SciTech-driven
jobs. Employers are refusing to hire because
they have no way to qualify SciTech
employees. College graduates are good
students but make poor SciTech employees.

The only thing preventing some of these
4.7 million “unfilled” jobs from
coming to a community is the lack
of definable SciTech employees in
a community's workforce. That
can change almost immediately.
Your community’s EDC could
begin contacting and screening
potential SciTech “re-locators” in
90 Days.

For more information, please visit:
www.SciTechPREP.com
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